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FRONT PAGE 
As mentined in the last issue of TORCH BEARER, THEMATICA '93 is 
taking place at the Victory Service's Club near Marble Arch on 
the first weekend in July. Like last year, we will be holding 
our Annual General Meeting on Saturday afternoon, 3 July. Do 
please try to make the effort to attend the meeting. This is YOUR 
Society, and you are entitled to have a say in how it is run. 
The formal part of the meeting is relatively short, and there 
will be a chance to see some displays and to exchange Olympic 
news, views and material. 

A new innovation at this year's THEMATICA will be a poster 
competition to find a new advertising post for the British 
Thematic Association. Anyone can enter, so long as they are 
members of a society affiliated to the BTA, which SOC is. Full 
details are available from John Miller, whose address you will 
find on the inside front cover. 	It should be fun, so if you 
fancy your chances as an artist, why not have a go? 

I am most disappointed that there has been absolutely no response 
at all for my request for a new Editor. Surely there must he 
SOMEONE out there who could tackle the job? I am not panicking 
to give up, but I really don't want to keep going indefinitley. 
If you are literate, have some spare time and can operate a word 
processor, would you please consider the post of Editor? 

The Manchester Bid Committee, in conjunction with the Society of 
Olympic Collectors will be staging an exhibition of Olympic 
philately and memorabilia at the Manchester Museum from September 
to November. Material is being loaned by the British Olympic 
Association and the National Postal Museum, as well as by members 
of the Society. John Crowther is organising the exhibition on 
behalf of the Society, and our thanks are due to him. It should 
be a most interesting exhibition, with something for everyone. We 
are hoping to organise another Society postcard to commemorate 
the event. We are also hoping that the British Post Office will 
agree to sponsor a handstamp to commemorate the date when the 
decision is made by the IOC on who will host the Games of 2000. 
More details will appear in the next issue of TORCH BEARER. 

I am still on the lookout for interesting articles for inclusion 
in the magazine. We have had no articles about Antwerp in 1920, 
Rome in 1960, Mexico in 1968 or Montreal in 1976. If any members 
have made a particular study of any one of these Games, why not 
put pen to paper and share your information with others? You may 
well find that by sharing what you already know, it will 
stimulate others to add to your knowledge, thus helping all of 
us. Although our coverage of recent Olympic Games has been 
Fairly thorough since the formation of this Society in 1984, we 
have published very little detailed information on any Games 
since the Second World War, with the exception of 1948 and 1956. 
So how about it? If you feel that you are unable to string the 
words together, send me the information and I will try to put it 
together into an article for you. 

************************************************X**************** 
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SINCE WE HAVE THE MOST VARIED STOCK RELATING 

TO OLYMPIC AND SPORTS ISSUES, WE CAN DELIVER 

ALMOST EVERYTHING FROM 1896 UP TO DATE, THIS 

INCLUDES MANY OF THE IMPERFORATE ISSUES. OUR 

PRICES ARE VERY COMPETITIVE. WE DO NOT HAVE 

LISTS OR FDC'S AVAILABLE, BUT WE WILL GLADLY 

SEND YOU APPROVALS OR SERVICE YOUR WANT LIST 

THERE ARE MANY SPECIAL ITEMS IN STOCK. ALL 

OUR STAMPS ARE PROTECTED BY AN UNCONDITIONAL 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 

THIS IS OUR 52nd ANNIVERSARY IN THE STAMP BUSINESS 

CITY HALL STAMP CO., INC. 

P.O.BOX 52, EAST STA. 

YONKERS N.Y.10704 

telephone: 914-969-3554 	 fax: 914-969-3104 
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AUCTION NEWS 
Alan Sabey 

PHILLIPS "ALPHONSE- 
18 November 1992 

Lot No: 	 Est: 	R'sd: 
1070 	1896 Athens 1st Olympic Games 

1 Lepton to 10 Drachma set in 
mainly fine fresh mint blocks, rare 	£4000 
in this condition. 	 - £5000 	N/S 

PHILLIPS 
3 December 1992 

366 	1896 Athens_ 1st Olympic Games. A 
marvellous collection of imperforate 
die proofs, some with uncleared value 
tablets or surrounds, comprising 
1 Lepton(6), 2 Lepta(2), 5 Lepta(5), 
10 Lepta(3), 20 Lepta(7), 25 Lepta(8), 
40 Lepta, 60 Lepta(2), 1 Drachma(7), 
2 Drachma(9), 5 Drachma(5) and 
10 Drachma(7). All are printed in 
black or reddish on various papers, 	£15000 
an extremely rare group of 62 items. -£17000 	N/S 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE PHILATELIC AUCTIONS 
5 December 1992 

110 	Olympics - Range of useful oddments 
but nice sets of Mexico Miniature 
Sheets. 

WESTERN AUCTIONS LTD 
5 December 1992 

1784 	1968 Winter and Summer Olympics  
Stamps of Yemen sets and miniature 
sheets - mint and used. Scarce lot, 
some in special folders. 

£16 £17 

£40 N/S 

NORTH WESTERN PHILATELIC AUCTIONS 
16 December 1992 

242 	1968 Mexico South Arabia(Hadhzamaut) 
rare, complete imperforate sheets of the 
8 different values U/M. 	 £100 N/S 

350 	10th anniversary of Special Olympics 
Barbados 1987. Unmounted mint ' 
15 sets (SG 832-835) 
	

£14 N/S 
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966 	1896 Greece Olympic Games set 
complete to 10 Drachma. Unmounted 
mint. Odd minor faults noted, but 
otherwise a fresh and extremely rare 
set. Cat £850+ 

985 	Sports Association Fund Set  
(Hungary 1925) Fresh mint, and 
scarce 

BOURNEMOUTH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS 
5 December 1992 

155 	1976 Montreal Set of six values 
prepared by Egypt but aborted. Blocks 
of 4 of 5 mils, 20 mils and 25 mils. 
Unusual. 

£150 £105 

£25 	£18 

£50 	£35 

DUNCAN MURCHIE (NEWTON ABBOTT, DEVON) 
5 December 1992 

137 	1956 Melbourne Australian 1/- Olympic 
stamp with "Short L" variety 	 £5 

WARWICK AND WARWICK 
13 January 1993 

1220 	1948 London G.B. Olympic Games stamps 
in complete sheets of 120 U/M (3d in 
sheet of 60) 

NORTH WEST PHILATELIC AUCTIONS 
27 January 1993 

£50 	£60 

224 	1968 Mexico Olympics set from Liberia, 
imperforate presentation sheet of 3 
values and miniature sheet (air value) 	£30 	unsold 

CINDERELLA STAMP CLUB 
30th January 1993 

456 	1932 Los Angeles Sheet of 32 labels 
showing various countries & scenes. 	£5 	£5 

756 	1936 Winter Olympics - Garmish P  
"Skier saluting" label 
	

£1 	£1 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE PHILATELIC AUCTIONS 
16 January 1993 

786 	1936 Berlin German Olympic Games 
miniature sheets U/M (2) 	 £15 	£26 
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875 	Greece 1961 Tourist Publicity set, 
mint SG 850-866 (of which the ID 
50 value SG 856 is of -Olympia-(AS) 	£7 	unsold 

WURTEMBERGISCHES AUKTIONHAUSE, STUTTGART 
19-20 February 1993 

3894 	Trachten 40 pfg(2) mit Winterspiele 
6 pfg auf tadellosem werfrieg: RM 200-
(2 pfg uberfrankiert) 

3895 	Winterolympiade, tadellos postfrische 
serie 

3902 	Riem-Block sowie Olympiade - 
Blockpaar mit SST 

40 DM Unknown 

30 DM 

80 DM 

3903 	Olympiade-Block, tadellos mit ESST 	40 DM 

3904 	Olympiade-Blockpaar, tadellos 
post frisch 	 120 DM 

3908 	Olmpiade-Blockpaar, tadellos mit SST 	90 DM 

3905 	Olympiade-Blockpaar, tadellos 
ungebraucht 	 40 DM 

3909 	Olympiade-Blockpaar, tadellos 
gestempelt 
	

90 DM 

3910 	Olympiade-Blockpaar, dickes papier 
tadellos post frisch 

6618 	1972 Olympische Sommerspiele 
20 + 10 pfg, extrem seltener 
Original - Entwurf des Grafikers 
Haller (ns eigenhandig sign) , 
ca 24 x 12.5 cm im Passepartout 
dieses mit aufgeklebtem schwarz-
weif foto im Briefmarken format. 
Haller hat die Rompl Olympiade-Selle 
1972 (mi 719-722) kriert. Der hier 
vorliegende original-Entwurf ist 
einm einmaliges stuck and von grossen 
philatesistischem interesse. 

HEALEY AND WISE AUCTION 
16 December 1992 

140 DM 

1000 DM 

217 	1896 Greece Olympic complete set of 
12.Fresh colours unmounted mint 
(SG Cat £950) 	 £400 

218 	1906 Greece Olympics 20L colour 
trial ultramarine on thick carton 
paper 	 £50 	£50 

219 	1906 Greece Olympics 20L purple 
final colour trial on unwmk paper 	£50 	5:50 
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220 1906 Greece 5 different Perkins 
Bacon samples 1L x 2 (green & 
purple) 3L x 3 (light brown; 
turq; 	& pale purple £75 £82 

221 1906 Greece 2L black cancelled 
Olympic Stadium postmakr 	(a 	little 
toning) £35 N/S 

222 1906 Denmark Card showing crowd 
to welcome home "Athenfarnes" 	used 
to Shanghai July 06 £45 £45 

STOCKHOLM 1912 

223 Sweden 	Private card; 	Swedish flag 
& 	circular black 	"emblem" 	' 
Olympiska Spelen/1912 Stockholm 
Used 	Stockholm 22.6.12 £150 £140 

224 Sweden 	Official Olympic Postcard 
13 	The Swedish Football Team" 
fine unused £30 £32 

225 Sweden 	Official Olympic Postcard 
36. 	-Holland Team-  Third prize 
in Football" 	fine unused £30 £30 

ANTWERP 1920 

226 "VII Olympiade De Antwerpsche ommegang 
corps de musique" 	Used & very clear 
Olympic pmk "Antwerpen 6 20 VII 	1920 £15 £16 

227 Slogan cancel 	"Liege 	1 29 VII 	1920-  
Very clear example £8 N/S 

228 Slogan 	cancel 	"Brussel 	(Zuid),23 
VIII 	1920" very clear example £8 £10 

229 Slogan cancel 	"Brussel 	(LW) 31 VIII 
1920 superb postmark on cover £15 N/S 

230 "VII Olympiade 	.. 	Le Groupe de 	la 
Paix" 	used slightly indistinct 
"Antwerpen 6 3.IX>20- 	cancel £15 £15 

231 Slogan cancel -Charleroy 1 
1.IX.20" 	very clear cancel on 	card 
with Legerposterij postmark £25 N/S 

232 Slogan cancel -Brussel 	(Nd) 
9.IX.1920- 	very clear 	cancel £10 N/S 

233 Slogan cancel -Brussel 	(LW) 
17.IX.1920" 	very clear 	cancel £8 £8 

234 Slogan cancel 	"Brussel 	(LW) 
20.IX.1920" 	very clear 	cancel £8 N/S 
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PARIS 1924 

The next nine lots are all FRANCE -Jeux 01y4Diques" postmarks. 

235 	Very clear Jeux Olympiques Slogan 
cancel "Paris 47. 19.XII,1923-  on 
cover 	 £10 	£10 

236 	' 	Very clear Slogan cancel "Paris 
Depart 23.XII.1923" on cover . 	£10 	.N/S 

237 	Clear Slogan cancel "Paris'XVI 
22.11.1924' Paris slightly obscured £8 	N/S 

238 	Clear Slogan cancel "Paris XCI 
4.IV.1924". Cover slightly torn when 
opened 	 £10 	£10 

239 	Very clear Slogan cancel "Paris 
XVIII 13.V.1924" Cover torn when 
opened 	 £30 	N/S 

240 	Very clear. Slogan cancel "Paris 
Gare St. Lazare 7.VI.1924" 
on cover 	 £20 	N/S 

241 	Good Slogan cancel "Paris 47.1 
VII.1924" on cover which is 
slightly toned 	 £20 	N/S 

242 	Very slightly indistinct 
Slogan cancel "Paris XVIII 
23.VII.1924 on cover 	 £15 	£14 

243 	"Jeux Olympiques" cancel but 
no town c.d.s. 	 £20 	N/S 

244 	France Window envelope with 
three Olympic 25c cancelled 
"Pantin 4.8.24 	 £15 	N/S 

245 	France Postcard "Jeux 
Olympiques de 1924. Football 
Equipe de France" fine unused card £20 	N/S 

246 	France "J.0. de 1924 Football" 
as above. The Uruguayan Team 
fine unused 	 £25 	£27 

247 	France "J.0 de 1924 Football" 
as above. The Uruguayan Team 
standing on the track on the side 
of the track with flags. To 
Sweden from Paris 18.VI.1924 	£30 	£38 

248 	France "J.0. de 1924" as above 
th,p Uruguayan Team "La 
Presentation de Serment". 
Taking the oath. Fine unused 	£30 	£30 
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249 	France "Andrade/Jogoador 
Urugayo/Olympiadea 1924" 
Outstanding half-back in the 
winning team. Fine 'unused 

250 	France "J.0. de 1924. 	. 
L'Equipe d'Australie" fine 
unused 

251 	Uruguay Olympic Football set 
of 3 lightly mounted mint 

252 	Uruguay Olympic Football set 
of 3 used; cancelled with 
part World Champions postmarks 

253 	Uruguay Olympic Football set 
of 3 on deep yellow with 	• 
certificate signed Robson Lowe. 
Lightly mounted mint 

254 	Uruguay Olympic Football set 
of 3 on plain cover used on 
FIRST DAY OF ISSUE with 
Campeon Mundial cancellations. 
Very scarce. Cover is slightly 
stained 

255 	Blue "Vermouth Angelito" 
postcard of Uruguayan.team 
with set of-3-cancelled with 
"Campeon" postmark 31.JUL.1924 
Very scarce item. (Two pinholes 
not affecting stamps) 

256 	1924 Syria set of 4 overprints 
(SG 166-169: Mi 254-257) 
very lightly mounted mint 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1925 

257 	Czech set of 3 ovpts "Congres 
Olympic International, lightly 
mounted mint 

AMSTERDAM 1928 

The following six lots are all Netherlands. 

260 	Three Official PC 18, 43 and 
one un-numbered. Each card has 
35c postage in Olympic Stamps 
(at least one of each value 

£30 N/S 

£20 N/S 

£25 N/S 

£20 £18 

£395 £400 

£300 £420 

£250 £250 

£35 £32 

£50 N/S 

£25 £26 

£30 £35 

258 	Official Olympic Card 1 of Stadium 
with two Olympic values (3c 7 
7+c) Amsterdam 17.VII.1928 

259 	3c & 10c values used on cover 
with Olympic cancel 20 May 
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altogether), 	cancelled Olympic 
pmk 3rd August on front & 
"STADION" 	registered 	label. 
Olympic cancel and Bern arrival 
mark 4.VIII.28 on 	the reverse. 
Very scarce items £395 £470 

261 Olympic 	34 "Chile-Portugal- 
fine unused £10 N/S 

262 Olympic 	18 Aerial View Stadium 
during hockey match unused £10 N/S 

263 3c Football value (top 	left 
hand corner of sheet) 	imperf 
mounted 	in 	margin 	 . £60 £320 

263A Uruguay Olympic Games set of 
3 	in 	folder 	"Homenaje/del/ 
Correo del Uruguay/a los 
Campeons Olympicos/de football" 
issued by Post Office £170 £190 

LOS ANGELES 1932 

264  USA Cover with 3c Olympic issue 
"Los Angeles Jul 30.1932" and 
with addition Cachet 	"U.S. 
Temporary Post Office in Olympic 
Village- 	(word Village 	illegible) £25 £25 

265 USA Water Sport 	illus. 	cover with 
3c Olympic stamp "Los Angeles Aug 
9 	1932" £10 N/S 

266 USA "Water Sports" 	illus. 
Cover with 3c Olympic stamp 
cancelled -USS Pennsylvania 
Eleventh Day Olympic Games" 
Cover 	toned at right. £70 £80 

BERLIN 1936 

267 Germany blocks of 4 	from M.S.(8) 
with Olympic cancel 	1.8.36 First 
Day of Issue £30 N/S 

268 Germany set of 8 on cover cancelled 
Rhein-Main 	1.8.36 and with 
Luftshiff Olympiafahrt purple 
cachet £35 N/S 

268A Retained portion of 	ticket 
to the Football Final 	15 Aug £25 £35 

269 Germany Min Sheet 	(1) 	(Diving, 
Football etc) 	registered Cover 
cancelled 	"Pressehauptquartier 
15.8.36". 	Label 	185 	(Football 
Final Day) £85 N/S 
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270 	Germany Olympic set of 8 on 
Registered Cover from 
"Reichssportsfeld" cancelled 
Football Championship 
"Deutschland-Italien" 	 £50 	£50 

271 	Germany Olympic Booklet 
(Mi MH 42a) with postal rates 
on cover only. Stamps & 
cover in superb condition 	 £25 	£30 

272 	Germany Olympic Booklet 
(Mi MH 42b) with postal rates 
also on inside covers in four 
languages. Stamps & Cover 
in superb condition. 	 £85, 	£105 

273 	Coloured Postcard with metal 
Foil Medallion in Centre of 
Footballer. Slight stain 
to right. 	 £45 	£57 

TOKYO 1940 

274 	Unused envelope "XII OLYMPIAD 
TOKYO 1940" on PYK shipping 
line stationery 	 £30 	£30 

LONDON 1948 

275 	2+d value Olympic Games in blocks 
for four one showing "extra berry" 
variety & two other minor flaws, 
unmounted 	 £10 	£12 

276 	3d value Olympic Games in blocks 
of 4 showing crown flaw & retouch 
Unmounted 	 £15 	£15 

277 	Set of 4 on illus FDC with 
Wembley cancel. Clean cover 	£20 	N/S 

278 	London Transport coloured folding 
map of trains & underground 
"Olympic Games-how to get there 
Cover soiled but otherwise clean 	£20 	£20 

279 	Programme & retained portion of 
ticket to the Football Final 
(Sweden v Yugo) August 13 1948 	£35 	£40 

280 	Peru is Olympic value on cover to 
England with triangular "Olimpiades 
de Londres" cachet.in blue 	 £15 
	

£15 

HELSINKI 1952 

281 	Olympic cancel "F" on illustrated 
cover +12 + 12mk stamp 	 £11 	N/S 
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282 	Olympic cancel "K" on illus 
cover +12 +2mk stamp 

283 	Olympic cancel "M" on illus 
cover +12 +2mk stamp 

284 	Olympic cancel "N" on illus 
cover +12 +2mk stamp 

285 	Olympic cancel "P" on illus 
cover +12 +2mk stamp 

286 	Hameenlinna cancel 24.7.52 
on Olympic set on special illus 
cover for the Pentathlon 

287 	Yugo set of 6 Olynpic unmounted 
mint 

287A 	Yugb set of 6 Olympic on illus 
FDC -Belgrad 15.VII.52 

MELBOURNE 1956 

288 	Australia Olympics set of 4 on 
FDC (Sailing illustration) 
cancelled Melbourne philatelic 
bureau 31 OC 56. Registered 

289 	Australia Olympics set of 
4 on cover cancelled "Main 
Stadium (Press) 22 Nov 1956 

290 	Iran 1956 Olympic stamp on 
illustrated FDC 

£10 	£10 

£8 	N/S 

£5 	N/S 

£10 	£11 

£15 	£15 

£35 	N/S 

£50 	N/S 

£5 	N/S 

£10 	£9 

£10 	N/S 

291 	Australia 4d Olympic value 
cancelled rifle shooting 
22 Nov 1956 on illus Olympic 
cover 	 £5 	N/S 

292 	Australia Special Olympic 
village aerogramme with 
7+d Olympic value cancelled 
".. village .. NOV 22 1956" 	 £10 	£14 

293 	Australia set of 4 on illus 
card (swimming) Olympic cancel 
& on reverse set of 4 labels 
tied by Olympic cachet 	 £10 	£9 

294 	Programme for Olympic Games 
"Football Final and Closing 
Ceremony. Saturday Dec 8th 
1956 Melbourne Cricket Ground 
"USSR v Yugo" fine condition 	£25 	£28 
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ROME 1960 

295 	1960 Bulgaria set of 6 Olympics 
perf & imperf on two illus FDC 
with Rome cancel 	 £10 	N/S 

TOKYO 1964 

296 	1964 set of 4 (sg 981-985) in 
complete pane of 20 unmounted 
mint 	 £10 	N/S 

1964 Olympic Torch Relay 
Domestic Route coloured.illus 
folders with two 5yen Torch 
stamps cancelled in each:- 

297 	Folder containing 2 x 5yen 1 
cancelled Tokyo 1 Aomori 

298 	Folder containing 2 x 5yen 1 
cancelled Tokyo 1 Miyazaki 

299 	Folder containing 2 x 5 yen 1 
cancelled Tokyo 1 Sapporo 

300 	Folder containing 2 x 5yen 1 
cancelled Tokyo 1 Kagoshima 

301. 	Set of 5 on-Col-Maximum Cards 
Olympic Last Day cancel 

£5 	£5 

£5 	N/S 

£5 	N/S 

£5 	N/S 

£10 	N/S 

***************************************************************** 

THE fATICA 
Saturday and Sunday 3. and 4 July 1993 

— THEMATICA 931! 

PROGRAMME 
10.30 o.m. Doors open 
11.00 a.m. Official opening 

5.30 p.m. Doors close 

10.30 a.m. Doors open 
2.30 p.m.Prosentotton of the 

John Fosbo ry Trophy 
BTA Trophy 

5.00 p.m. Exhibition closos. 

Welcome to Thematica 
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1992 AGM 

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC  
COLLECTORS  

Held on Saturday 27 June 1992 at 2.00pm in the Victory Services . 
Club, 63/79 Seymour Street, London. 

Mrs Rapkin opened the meeting at.2.00 pm by welcoming members to 
the sixth Annual General Meeting. 

PRESENT:  

Mrs Franceska Rapkin 	(Chairman) 
Mrs Elizabeth Miller 	(Secretary) 
Mr Colin Faers 	 (Treasurer/Packet Manager) 
Mr John Crowther 	 (Auction Manager) 
Mr John Miller 	 (Printer and Distributor) 
Mr ,Andy Potter 	 (PRO) 
Mr Bob Wilcock and five members of the Society. 

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE:  

Mr R.K.Farley, 	Mr D.Buxton, 	Mr K.J.Cook (who was manning 
the Society's stand) 

APPROVE AND SIGN THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING:  

It was proposed by Mr Alan Sabey and seconded by Mr Roy 
Illingworth that they be signed as a true record record of 
the meeting. This was passed unanimously and they were 
signed. 

MATTERS ARISING:  

There were no matters arising not covered by the agenda. 

FINANCE AND PACKET MANAGER'S REPORT:  

The Accounts for the year ending 31 January 1992 show a 
deficit of £701.82, whereas the previous year had shown a 
surplus of £1005.19. This was because in 1991 only three 
issues of TORCH BEARER were accounted for, while four 
issues plus the Albertville supplements were included in 
the present accounts. In 1991 the cost for printing and 
distributing TORCH BEARER amounted to £1119.11, whereas in 
1992 they were £1970.93, an increase. of £851.82, which more 
than accounts for the year's deficit. Additionally, no 
commission from the Auction had been received during 
1992, while £500 had been transferred in 1991. (Since the 
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meeting, £1000 had been transferred and will be entered in 
the 1993 accounts). 

Subscription income had remained unchanged, but Bank 
interest had fallen with the lower interest rates. Proceeds 
from the sales of the latest -Society postcard will be added 
to next year's income. 1991 included exceptional travel 
expenses for John Crowther, who at short notice had to take 
the exhibits to Varna, in place of our Chairman, who was 
indisposed. 

Because of the supplements and extra items being provided by 
our Society, it was proposed that the subscription for 1993 
should be increased by 11.00'for UK members and pro rata for 
overseas members. This would, be the first increase since 
1988. This was accepted. 

The packets continued to circulate as frequently as possible 
on two circuits. More material, is required for the packets. 
Although sales remain reasonable, it is felt that this is 
more of a service to members than a profit maker. 

CHATRMAN. AND EDITOR'S REPORT:  

After a difficult year since the last AGM, the Chairman 
wished to take the opportunity of thanking all the members 
of the Committee for their patience and understanding and 
for taking many problems off her shoulders; in particular, 
John and Betty Miller, .who had carried the brunt of the 
burden. Thanks are also due to Dick Frost, who prepares the 
Index of TORCH BEARER each year. 

Thanks are due to the two Bobs, Farley and Wilcock, who had 
done an outstanding job in producing the Barcelona and 
Albertville booklets. It is hoped that there will be a 
similar type of booklet for Lillehammer in 1994 to keep 
members in touch with events. Fpr the 1996 Olympic Summer 
Games in Atlanta, it was felt that the American societies 
should be given the opportunity to produce this sort of 
information. 

As Editor, the Mrs Rapkin apologised that the magazine had 
been somewhat lacking in content. As stated at earlier 
AGM's, she does not like to reprint articles from other 
magazines, unless they are written in a foreign language or 
are of particular interest. More original articles are 
needed from members. If anyone has interesting information 
or queries, could they please send them to the Editor. 

SECRETARY'S REPORT:  

The past year has been a busy one for the Committee. On 
behalf of the members, she wished to thank Mr Bob Farley, 
our Vice Chairman and Mr Bob Wilcock for their hard work in 
keeping us all up to date with the Al¢ertville and Barcelona 
Games. A bronze medal was awarded to our Editor at the 
begnning of the year for TORCH BEARER at PANAMPHILEX in 
Cuba. We have entered the magazine at GENOVA and at PHILITEX 
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Since the last AGM, the number of members has incresaed by 
twenty to 261, and now covers thirty five countries. Only 
fourteen members did not renew their members in 1992, and 
these were mostly from the United States. There are ten 
memberships pending. 

Mrs Miller asked that any members giving displays of 
Olympic material should advise her as early as possible, so 
that this information can be included to the Thematic Diary 
prepared by the British Thematic Association. This could 
also help to bring our society to the notice of other . 
collectors. 

AUCTION MANAGER'S REPORT:  

The sales at the auctions had been maintained at a high 
level; on average, more than 70% of the material sold. More 
material is being submitted by a greater number of members, 
including newer members, as well as -old faithfuls-. There 
is an increasing amount of literature, programmes and other 
ephemera which has attracted a lot of interest. 

In view of the growing number of lots, it has become 
increasingly difficult to 	find room for unsold lots in 
subsequent auctions. If members would prefer to have unsold 
lots returned to them, rather than to be retained for 
inclusion when space allows, would they please indicate 
that when submitting their material. New material always 
receives precedence over unsold lots. 

Sales in Auction 32 amounted to /2287.50, which was the 
first occasion when sales exceeded £2000. £1000 has been 
transferred to the General Account in respected of 
commission earned. In answer to a question from the floor, 
Mr Crowther confirmed that postage and insurance of the lots 
was paid for by the buyers. 

PRINTER AND DISTRIBUTOR'S REPORT:  

With the increase of membership, the print run of TORCH 
BEARER has now gone up to 325 per issue. The stocks of back 
numbers are slowly going down. Those up to Volume 5 are 
supported by reprints where necessary; earlier volumes will 
not be reprinted in line with Society policy. The various 
supplements are printed in the same quanities as the 
magazine, and these will be sold separately. 

Mr Miller reported that he had been unable to reduce the 
cost of the Society publicity card, and the cost remained 
at 27 pence per card. 245 cards were produced fo Series A 
Number 2. 

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT:  

Mr Cook was very disappointed that no one was using the 
Library, but hoped that they would do so in future. If 
members felt that a particular book should be bought for 
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the Library, would they please let him know, so that it 
could be given consideration. 

PRO'S REPORT:  

During the year, regular press releases had been sent.out 
the UK philatelic magazines, and to a lesser extent to 
overseas magazines. As a result, the Society has had 
regular publicity in most of the magazines. One new source 
of publicity was the Picture Postcard Monthly. 

In November, the Society participated in the Court of Honour 
at the Camberley and Distridt Stamp fair, displaying twenty 
frames covering a wide range of material. Whilst we did not 
directly recruit any new members as a result of taking part 
in this exhibition, nevertheless, Mr Potter felt that it 
was a worthwhile exercise. 

He would like to encourage all members to publicise the 
Society, 	since 	personal contacts are often the most 
valuable. Any new ideas from members on how to.publicise the 
Society would be most welcome. 

Member Mr Davis asked whether it would be possible to 
prepare an information pack about the Society which could 
be given to prospective members, and which could be on 
display at stamp meetings and displays. It was thought that 
this was a good idea, and the Committee would discuss this 
further. 

Dr Hale suggested that the Society produce a Cinderella 
publicity label that could be attached to all out-going 
mail. Mr Wilcock offered to get details of the cost of 
printing such a sticker. 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS:  

The Society had been asked to help with the organisation of 
an exhibition to help boost the Manchester 2000 Olympic 
Bid. Mr Crowther said that he would negotiate with the 
appropriate organising committee. Offers of assistance were 
received from Dr Hale, as well as from members of the 
Committee. 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING:  

The next Annual General Meeting of the Society will take 
place during THEMATICA 93 at a date and time to be 
confirmed. The AGM will be followed by a display of members 
material. 

*************************************************************** 

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

Please mention TORCH BEARER when replying to advertisements. 
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Norske OL-vinnere 

9 9 4 
N 0 •K 

Maksimumskort 1993 

14,1  9.9.9•\ >  

LILLEHAMMER 1994 
JOHN MILLER 

The Norwegian Post Office issued a miniature sheet of 4 x NOK 
4.50 stamps on the 23rd of February 1993. This is the fifth and 
conclusive item in the pre-Olympic series featuring Norwegian 
Winter Olympic gold medalists. 

All the winners selected 
this time took part in 
the 1992 Games at Albert-
ville. They are, Finn 
Chr.Jagge (slalom); Geir 
Karlstad (speed skating); 
Bjoirn Daehlie (cross 
country) 	and 	Vegard 
Ulvang (cross country). 
The sheets are cancelled 
on First Day Cover in 
Oslo, dated 23 2 1993 
using the usual three 
post horn design. [see 
Vol.9 No.3 page 126] A 
set of maxicards featur-
ing the same winners was 
issued at the same time. 
These were cancelled with 
the 	'special 	events' 
postmark, first used on 

the 12th of February at the opening of the Winter Festival in 
Lillehammer. The date being changed to 23.2.1993 . The design on 
the envelope containing the cards has been changed. The Olympia 
Toppen logo has been removed and the text now reads "Postens OL- 
Samling 1994 	Maksimumskort 1993 Nr. 1-4". The special postmark 
and the envelope are illustrated below. 

Another special postmark linked with the Lilleham-
mer Olympic Organising Committee (LOOC) cultural 
programme, was used on the 19th of December 1992. 
This was the official opening day of the Hamar 
Olympic Hall. The exterior view of the hall is 
very much like an overturned Viking ship. There 
will be about ten of these postmarks used prior to 
the opening of the Games, the first dated 9 Octo-
ber 1992 is illustrated in Vol.10 No.1 page 22. 
All these postmarks incorporate the Olympic rings. 
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COLLECTING RECENT OLYMPIADS 
MANFRED BERGMAN 

In the last TORCH BEARER Bob Wilcock wrote an article on 
Barcelona 92. 	He finished his article by commenting that 
certain exhibits relative to the Games of recent Olympiads were • 
not given due justice. 	Furthermore, he asked for a thematic 
judge to compile an article on "EXHIBITING RECENT OLYMPIADS". 
Well here I am. I'll try my best: 

To start with, you all : realise .that I entitled this article 
"COLLECTING 	THE 	GAMES . OF 	RECENT OLYMPIADS" rather than 
"EXHIBITING RECENT OLYMPIADS". The reasons are: 

• before showing, one has to make a collection and only after 
the latter is reasonably complete, can one think about 
showing it. I do hope that Bob concurs with me. 

an 'Olympiad relates to a period of four years; certainly, 
and can chose for A theme one Olympiad, but then the 
material will encompass the Games of this specific Olympiad 
as well as material issued for the following Games. 

Let me give an example. 

Suppose the title of the collection is "THE XXIV OLYMPIAD", the 
material must then, by definition, include everything issues 
during 1988-1991. 	Thus, everything that was issued for Seoul, 
but also everything already issued in anticipation for Barcelona. 
Also, issues for other Olympic events (sessions, meetings of the 
IOC etc.). 	I don't believe that Bob meant this type of 
collection. 	(Should I be wrong, my,apologies, though it will 
not change the essence of this opus). - 

1. 	DEFINE RECENT OLYMPIADS: 

For the purpose of this article, let us define what we mean by 
recent Olympiads. My suggestion would be: 

• the XX11 to the XXIV Olympiads = the Olympic Games of 
Moscow, Los Angeles and Seoul ought to be defined as recent 
Olympiads; (let's, for the purpose of being simple, only 
deal with the Summer Games) 

• the XXV Olympiad - Barcelona ought to be defined as the 
current Olympiad (1992-1995) 

KEY WORDS: DEFINE THE TITLE OF THE COLLECTION/EXHIBIT PRECISELY 

2. 	WHAT SHOULD BE THE SCOPE OF THE COLLECTION? 

The collection should cover all aspects.of the specific Games. 
This means that all events, whatever their nature, ought to be 
included. 
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• Primarily, understandably, the facts leading up to the 
awarding of the Games to the specific city. 

• All political aspects surrounding the Games and influencing 
them (BEFORE, DURING, AFTER) 

• Cultural manifestations associated with the Games 

• Commercial and marketing aspects linked to the Games 

• The "ugly-  aspects: doping and the like. 

One can see that the scope is rather extensive, permitting a 
well documented collection. 	By the same token, it means that 
the collector must search for other thematic aspects than those 
related to sports only. 	Document€ covering the other aspects 
bear, in many a case, no sport stamp or cancellation, even 
though the events narrated by them are directly and intimately 
connected to the Games. The thematic development of the Games 
is interesting, challenging and extensive. 

3. 	PHILATELIC ASPECTS: 

The basic bricks of a philatelic collection are the items and 
their study. 	This is neglected by many collectors. 
Nevertheless, the search of varieties and their mere inclusion 
in the collection, is not sufficient to aspire to better notes, 
when shown. 	Varieties and the like, without a philatelic 
explanation (study), are a sign of better philatelic knowledge. 

I recommend to blend thematic and philatelic aspects of the 
items by separating the texts: 

• write the thematic text above the items 

• write the philatelic texts below the items 
(Do note that this way of collecting is personal 
recommendation) 

KEY WORDS: 	THE COLLECTION OUGHT TO COVER ALL ASPECTS RELATED 
DIRECTLY (AND SOMETIMES INDIRECTLY) TO THE GAMES. 

THE TEXTS SHOULD BE THEMATIC AND PHILATELIC. 	FOR BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING, ONE OUGHT TO SEPARATE THE THEMATIC TEXTS FROM THE 
PHILATELIC ONES. 

PHILATELIC ASPECTS SHOULD BE EXPLAINED IN A STUDY-LIKE WAY; 
THEIR SIMPLE INCLUSION DOES NOT DENOTE -PHILATELIC STUDIES-. 

4. 	DEGREES OF DIFFICULTY 

The best start of Olympic collecting is by collecting one GameS 
and a recent one. We should not believe that recent events are 
so easy to describe philatelically: even those have their 
difficulties. 	Therefore, I propose to give degrees of 
difficulties to the chapters that will follow. 	The choice of 
difficulty lies with the collector. 

1 	= 	very easy 
2 	= 	easy to moderately difficult 
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3 	= 	difficult 
4 	= 	very difficult 

I ought to add that new collectors should not be left alone. 
Their clubs (association etc.) should advise them, coach them, 
tell them about the easy begidnings but also about the more 
difficult steps that lie ahead. 	Furthermore, the collector 
should be told by "oldtimers" when the time has come to show, 
even in the promotion class. 

Finally, the best encouragement the newcomers can get is the . 
fact that ;lectern Olympic collectors do have a place in Olympic 
philately, and that even modern Games can aspire, sooner or 
later, to higher awards. Just'to cite one case: an exhibit on 
Seoul (1988) obtained a large vermeil medal in the FIP 
competition class. 

To start a collection/exhibit one ought to establish a clear 
plan. 	Consequently, I believe that a constructive way to advise 
potential collectors, newcomers or recent collectors, could be 
the following plan (degrees of difficulties are in brackets, 
explanations in Italics. 

PROPOSAL OF A PLAN (note that not all chapters apply to all 
Games) 

PROLOGUE: 

We won, the Games were awarded to us (1,2) 

CHAPTER ONE: FLASHBACK 

1.1. Last time we hosted the Games (1,2,3,4,) 
(This applies to the Games of 1984: Los Angeles hosted the 
Games in 1932, and some material to the past ought to be 
included) 

1.2. Let's us try again (1) 
1.3. Competition is tough (1,2) 

(One should relate facts about the other candidate cities) 
1.4. How did we promote our candidature? 

(Postally, at CIO sessions - preceding the Games) 

CHAPTER TWO: AND NOW TO WORK 

2.1 Let's use the postal services for advertising (stamps & 
cancellations)(1,2) 

2.2. How to finance the Games?(1) 
2.3. The building(or renovation) of the venues(1,2,3) 
2.4. The transportation facilities(1,2) 

(Routes, ships, planes, official carriers, travel agencies 
etc.) 

2.5. The communication facilities (1,2) 
(Radio, fax,telex,etc.) 

2.6. The Olympic Village (1,2) 
2.7. We also must host the VIPs(2) 
2.8. Help our athletes(2,3) 

CHAPTER THREE: SOME COUNTRIES ALSO PREPARE THEMSELVES 

3.1. We will also take part (issues in the pre-Olympic years) (1) 
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3.2. How can we finance our team? (1,2) 
3.3. Stamp exhibitions 

CHAPTER FOUR: PRE-OLYMPIC COMPETITIONS 

4.1. Not everybody can participate:the international qualifying 
tournaments (1,2) 

4.2. Individual (national) tryouts (1,2) 
4.3. Let's rehearse the Games: the pre-Olympic Games(1) 

• 

CHAPTER FIVE: MARKETING 

5.1. TV will contribute to financing the Games (2.3) 
5.2. Sponsors that love the 5 rings on their advertisement 

(1,2,3) (In all countries) 

CHAPTER SIX: POLITICS 

6.1. The political situation of the world and its influence on 
the Games :(1,2,3,4) 
(Before and during the Games) 

6.2. The countries who wish to stay away (1,2,3) 
(but issued philatelic items) 

CHAPTER SEVEN: 1ACK OF MONEY OR OF ATHLETES 

7.1. Countries that will not participate for lack of money (1,2) 
7.2. Countries not participating for lack of athletes (1,2) 

CHAPTER EIGHT: THEY STILL ARE NOT RECOGNISED 

8.1. Countries that are not yet recognised by the IOC (1) 
8.2. Countries that still are without a NOC (1) 

(This is an optional chapter, and should be included with 
caution) 

CHAPTER NINE: THE OLYMPIC TORCH RELAY , 

9.1. Lighting the flame (1) 
9.2. Relays abroad and arrival in our country (1,2) 
9.3. The relay in our country (1,2,3) 
9.4. Famous torch bearers (2,3) 

CHAPTER TEN: THEY ARRIVE 

10.1. Special flights for the participating teams (1,2) 
10.2. The opening of the Olympic Village (1,2) 
10.3. The opening of the press centre (1,2) 
10.4. Hotel and other facilities (2,3) 

CHAPTER ELEVEN: THE DAY HAS COME: 

11.1. The opening ceremony (who? when? where?) (1,2) 
11.2. The nations march in (1,2) 

(This is the place where the stamps of other countries 
could be shown to their advantage) 

11.3. The VIPs look on (2) 
(Olympic and not Olympic) 
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CHAPTER TWELVE: THE GAMES 

12.1. The Olympic program: new disciplines (1,2,3,4) 
(Also documents of new events that were in the programme 
before: for instance tennis) 

12.2. The programme: day by day (2,3) 
12.3. Postal facilities at the various venues (1,2) 
12.4. Problems: doping etc. (2,3,4) 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN: OTHER EVENTS: 

13.1. The IOC session (1,2,3) 
13.2. The cultural Olympiad (1,2,3) 
13.3. The stamp exhibition (1,2) 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: SOYONARA - SEE YOU 4N... 

14.1. The ceremony (1,2) 
14.2. "See you in 	(1,2) 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN: THE BALANCE 

15.1. What have we achieved from the sports point of view (2,3) 
15.2. The financial balance (3,4) 

EPILOGUE: 

Glory to the winners, medallists and participants (1,2) 
(Stamps issued later by the host or other countries) 

The secrets to successful collecting of Games of recent Olympiads 
are: 

1. Establish an original plan; the notorious British sense of 
humour will facilitate this aim. 

2. Discuss the plan with "old-timers": 	there is a bunch of 
them in Great Britain; keep "advisory" relations. 

3. Make up your collection, which should include all matters 
related to the theme; do not ignore any possible 
relationship. 

4. Look for philatelic particularities(material for studies) 
and try to blend them harmoniously into the collection 
(philatelic particularities pertain to thematic or 
philatelic ones). 

5. Show the entire collection to your adviser. 

6. Make a selection for national showing. 

7. Rediscuss with your adviser. 

8. Enter an international show. 

While there are, in principle, no time 1•imits from the moment a 
collection is started . until the first international showing 
(promotion class), I still would suggest that 5-6 years is a 
reasonable period to put together a valid selection. 
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Now, this is merely a skeleton framework for a modern Olympic 
collection. 	Do bear in mind that thematic bhilately is not only 
a progressive process of learning, but mainly the result of 
creative imagination. 	If we, thematic judges or Olympic 
specialists, "bare our breast" and describe extensively how to 
collect (show), no creativity would be left to the collector. 
On the other hand, we are open to imaginative questions 
(accoMpanied by samples of the collection), which will prove 
that personal creativity is already omnipresent. 

Finally: philately is a hobby for all pockets. The result • 
reflects the investment opted for. 	This also applies to the 
Games of recent Olympiads. 	Investment is related (even not 
always proportionately) to results, by which we mean the level 
of the collection/exhibit. 	This is not meant as a disparaging 
comment or the wish to discourage 'collectors that have decided 
(for whatever reason) to limit their investment. On the 
contrary, all collectors of Olympic Games are welcome!! The 
only point I wish to make is that "hig.heT" satisfaction does 
require, more or less, somewhat more fdnancial sacrifices .. or 
lots of luck in acquisitions. 

Good luck, and see you all in Atlanta. 

***************************************************************** 

OLYMPIC GAMES  
NIGEL SHIPLEY 
31 MALABAR CRESCENT, 
ELTHAM. 3095 
VICTORIA. 
AUSTRALIA. 

PRICES ON 

 

SALES LIST 

  

APPLICATION 

 

      

      

WANTS LIST ACCEPTED 

 

FOR 	SALE 	NOW 

   

. OLYMPIA ZEITUNG 1936 
FULL SET BOUND. 

. OLYMPIA 1936 BAND 1 & 11. 

. OFFICIAL REPORT 1956. 

. PRESENTATION MEDALLION 
1956. 

. OFFICIAL POSTER 1956. 

. FILM POSTER 1956. 

. MELBOURNE BID BOOKS 
1956 NOS. 2 & 3. 

. COMPETITOR AND 
OFFICIAL BADGES 1956. 

9. PINS AND BADGES 1956. 

10. CUP, SAUCER AND PLATE 1956. 

11. OFFICIAL NUMBER PLATE 

1956. 

12. FULL SET OF COVERS 1956. 

13. OPENING AND CLOSING 
CEREMONY RECORDS 1956. 

14. SOUVENIR TINS 1956. 

15. PROGRAMS 1956. 
ATHLETICS-FULL SET 
SWIMMING FULL SET. 

16. MELBOURNE BID MATERIAL FOR 
1996- WIDE RANGE. 

     

MELBOURNE-1956 
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BRITISH • 
',PARAWMPIC J1AM 

ROYAL MAIL OLYMPIC BOOKLETS 
JOHN MILLER 

The sponsorship and publicity given to the 1992 Olympics by the 
Royal Mail included the issuing of a series of NVI (Non Value 
Indicator) stamp booklets. The outer covers of two of the book-
lets have already been illustrated in Torch Bearer, Vol.9 No.2 
pp86 and further reference is made in the article "1992 U.K. 
Sponsors", Vol.9 No.4 pp204. However, the number of booklets in 
this issue and the varieties created during its production are so 
extensive that a more detailed record is needed to cover them. 
That record is offered here and I wbuld like to acknowledge the 
use of the notation system developed by the GB DSB SC (Great 
Britain Decimal Stamp Book Study Circlel in this record. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The booklets are intended for counter sales only. They are the 
folded type, 75m/m x 48m/m in size with a card cover polished on 
its outer surface. The stamps are glued, by their selvedge edge, 
inside the booklet . A sickle cut in the cover is used to re-seal 
the booklet during use. 

DESIGN - COVERS AND STAMPS 
Three different printers were 
employed to produce the booklets, 
Harrison & Sons (one booklet); The 
House of Questa (one booklet) and 
Walsall Security Printers (four 
booklets). Booklets of both four 
and ten stamps covering the first 
and second class rates of postage 
were issued making a combined, 
basic total of six booklets. All of 
the booklets have the U.K. logos of 
the Olympic and Paralympic Games 
along with the sponsorship declara-
tion on their front covers. In 

addition, the printing colour of the bar coding on the back 
covers was changed to dark blue. Previously these had been black 
and in the issues which followed they were changed to light blue. 
The cover design is catalogued as Type 7. No retail price is 
shown on any of the booklets, sale prices are listed below. 
The inside of the covers for both postage rates were printed with 
a new validity notice giving instructions about the use of NVI 
stamps on mail sent overseas. This side of the covers is cata-
logued IC53a for the 1st-class and IC53c for the 2nd-class. The 
booklets themselves and the panes of stamps within them are also 
catalogued.The stamps are of the standard Machin, definitive, no 
value indicator design. Coloured 'flame' for the 1st-class and 
'blue' for the 2nd-class. 

PRINTER 	 CONTENT 	PRICE 	BOOKLET No. 	PANE No. 
Harrison 	10 x 1st 	£2.40 	DB17(17) 	DP 155 
Questa 	 10 x 2nd 	£1.80 	DB19(17) 	DP 130 
Walsall 	 10 x 1st 	£2.40 	DB20(16) 	DP 160A 

	

10 x 2nd 	£1.80 	DB19.(16) 	DP 172 

	

4 x 1st 	96p 	DB20(15) 	DP 159A 

	

4 x 2nd 	72p 	DB19(15) 	DP 128 
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PRODUCTION - PERFORATION, ASSEMBLY, PACKING AND DISTRIBUTION 
The stamps are perforated, Harrison 14.60 x 14.05; Questa 14.65 x 
14.00; Walsall 13.75 x 13.90. Those of Harrison and Walsall are 
perforated every other row, producing panes with the stamps 
imperforated on their top and bottom edge. The row of perfora-
tions has one extension hole running into the selvedge on the 
left of the pane. These have been given the perforation codes 
Eld(12) and Eld(12a). The pane Eld(12a), imperforated base or 
sometimes called 'blind at base' comes from the Walsall produc-
tion. This has no trace of holes along its bottom edge and only 
occurs a few times with each sheet that is guillotined. The 
Questa stamps are perforated every row and the holes run right 
through the selvedge. These have been given the perforation code 
P. An example of each is illustrated. 
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After perforation the sheets of stamps are attached to the card 
covers of the booklets. They are then guillotined and small spots 
of glue are applied to the inside of the covers before they are 
folded. The spots of glue hold the booklets shut until they are 
purchased and opened by the public, the sickle tab is then en-
gaged to keep it closed during use. Three types of glue are used. 
The Harrison type is peelable and two spots are applied close to 
the top and bottom corners away from the spine, clear of the 
printing. It is easily opened and the glue can be removed without 
causing any damage to the inner face. The Questa type is less 
peelable. The spots are applied in the same place but although it 
is harder to open it does not damage the inner face of the cover 
and it can be removed using a sharp knife. The Walsall type is 
hard. One spot is applied in the middle of the outer edge. These 
booklets can not be opened without causing damage to the inner 
face and some part of the printing is usually torn off the card. 
Bundles of 50 booklets are shrink wrapped in clear plastic, so 
the contents can be seen. The bundles are then packed into car-
tons of 1000 booklets and dispatched to the Royal Mail. An illus-
tration of the carton labels is shown on page 204 of Vol.9 No.4. 

PRINTING - MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
During printing the stamps, the three printers used no fewer than 
thirtyseven different cylinder combinations. The Harrison stamps 
were printed in photogravure on a Jumelle press using ACP (ad-
vance coated paper) paper with DEX (dextrin) gum. The Questa 
stamps were printed in litho with centre phosphor bands using FCP 
(fluorescent coated paper) paper with PVA1 (polyvinyl alcohol 1) 
gum. The Walsall stamps were all printed in litho on a Roland 
Favorit press; the 2nd-class using FCP paper with PVA1 gum and 
the 1st-class using ACP dull fluorescence paper with PVA1 gum. 
The Questa cylinder Q1 was used to print the phosphor bands. This 
can be seen by using a UV lamp. 
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[2]  Broken 7 in 
[3]  Broken W in 
[4]  Broken W in 

W7 cylinder number (Fig.4). 
W10 cylinder number (Fig.4). 
W12 cylinder number (Fig.4). 

Fig . 1 Fig. 4 

Various indicating marks are printed on the primary sheets to 
guide the printers with registration, colour checks, cutting and 
keeping records of quantity. Most of these are removed with the 
selvedge when the sheets are gpillotined but of the those which 
remain, booklets showing the cylinder numbers (colour checks) and 
bars (originally quantity records but now used as 'cut lines') 
are collected. Examples of the bars in the Harrison and Walsall 
booklets are shown (Fig.') 

VARIETIES - HARRISON, QUESTA AND WALSALL 
Harrison:- [1] A missing pin during perforating the stamps leaves 
a portion imperforated between stamps 7 and 8, cyl. B3 (Fig.2). 

[2] Although the booklets with imperforated base can 
only be correctly attributed to those produced by Walsall Securi-
ty Printers due to their method of perforating the master sheet, 
it is noticeable that some Harrison booklets also appear to have 
this variety.When guillotining into panes of ten 1st-class stamps' 
the cut at the top and bottom of the pane varies in relation to 
the central line of perforations. The tops and bottoms of the 
columns of perforations are not exactly half a hole each. As the 
cut moves further up the pane, the tops becomes more complete 
and the bottoms reduces to a smaller crescent. When the top holes 
are nearly bridged by a thin strip of paper, the bottom holes 
vanish and the pane becomes imperforated at the base. 

[3] The cover is 0.7m/m narrower than the stamp pane. 
Questa:- [1] A constant flaw on stamp 8 in the cylinder booklet 
Q4Q4Q1; light blue dot in front of the Queen's forehead (Fig.3). 
Walsall:- [1], Missing pin, between stamps 5 and 10, cylinder 
combination w11W7 (Fig.2). 
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DATES OF ISSUE AND WITHDRAWAL 
The Walsall booklet of ten 2nd-class was widely pe-released, the 
earliest known date being 9th January 1992. Officially the Harri 
son and Walsall booklets should have gone on sale on the 21st 
January 1992. The Questa booklet of 10 x 2nd-class was due to 
follow on the 31 March 1992..Unfortunately it ran into some pro-
duction problems and it did not become-generally available until 
May 1992. The Philatelic Bureau and Royal Mail sales counters 
kept to their policy of withdrawing the booklets after they had 
been on sale for one year, so they were available long after the 
Games had closed. The situation was further complicated by some 
of the earlier printings having a very short sales life and 
others being offered only three or four weeks before the final 
withdrawal date. 

PRINTER CONTENT DP No. PLATE Perf 
base 

Imperf 
base 

Bar Vari-
eties 

Harrison 10 x 	1st DP155 B3 
B5 

x 
x 

x 2 

Questa 10 x 2nd DP130 Q4Q4Q1 3 
Q5Q5Q1 
Q6Q6Q1 
Q7Q7Q1 
Q8Q8Q1 
Q9Q9Q1 
Q10Q10Q1 
Q11Q11Q1 

Walsall 10 x 	1st DP160A W9W8W10 
W10W9W11 
WI1W9W11 
W11WIOW12 
W12WI0W12 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

4 

10 x 2nd DP172 W11W7 x x x 2;4 
W12W7 
W12W8 
W13W8 
W14W9 

x 
x 
x. 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

4 

4 	x 	1st DP159A W5W10W9W1 
W5W11W9W1 
W5W11W10W1 
W6W14W10W3 
W6W15W10W3 
W6W16W10W3 
W6W16W11W3 
W6W16W11W4 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

W7W16W11 x x 4 
W7W17W11 
W8W18W12 
W9W18W12 
W9W19W12 
W9W19W13 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

4 

4 x 2nd DP128 W6W6 
W6W7 
W6W8 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

The numbers in the Varieties column refer to the Figures in the 
text. 
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A l'auention de Monsieur CHATENET 

,shmoo, 
OFFICE ; C 

• NATIONAL E ic&I SR 

D'ACCUEIL 140et.E4'  

C. o. J. O. 
B.P. 1043 

GRENOBLE  

JNOLIV•L 1407•1. O• VILL• . •OUL•VARIO JUAIM.PAIN . S. . 0050051.• 

GRENOBLE FINDS 
NNW 	 

BOB FARLEY 

One of numerous benefits derived from regular visits to the 
Savoie in pursuit of current Olympic collectibles, has to be the 
opportunity to visit the Philatelic and collectors market in 
Paris. 

It is perhaps logical that material relating to Grenoble should 
be more readily available in France, however it has been very 
noticeable that the volume of material offered in 1988/89 was far 
greater than that currently available -.presumably through the 
interest generated by hosting the XVIth Winter Games. A number 
of items noted on one visit were no longer available on a 
subsequent trip - initial indecision causing later regret. 

The following items needed little if any consideration and each 
item begs further research:- 

Illntration "A- 

Commercial cover to C.O.J.O. with printed envelope, and 
illustrated meter no. P7487 What was Office National D'Accueil 
and what role was adopted during organisation of the Games? 

Illustrated meter (at the top of the following page) from the 
Commissariat General Au Tourisme London, not listed in any source 
that I am aware of. 
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Illustration B  

In some ways a strange find in France, ,bu.t perhaps confirming 
the lack of• interest the collecting. of- meters in Great Britain 
until recent times. 	Also interesting in leading onto far 
broader questions. 

The meter is used by an Official agency of the Government of the 
host country, should this item be included as host country? 

In many ways it holds similar status to the 1924 and 1948 
overprints on host country stamp issues for use .in overseas 
territories. 

Illustration "C" 

Illustrated meter from Hotel "La Farandole" Bourg D'Oisans. Was 
this an attempt to gain commercial promotion due to the Olympic 
"status" of the resort following the Games? 

Was the Hotel in any way connected with the Games? 

Was the meter in use prior to or during the Games? 

Postscript  

As a result of the London meter (illustration B) and two covers 
relating to the Munich Summer Games from Marseilles and Paris 
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which we listed in Winterheimer. I think the question of what 
should be considered host country material is further fuelled. 
The reason (not mentioned in Winterheimer) being that the meters 
promoting Munich actually originated from the German Consulate 
in those cities. This leads to a suspicion that similar meters 
listed under Great Britain, Hollarid and other countries may have 
the same origins. 

The territorial status of an Embassy or Consulate surely makes 
such meters host material? 

Ultimately the individual collector must decide. 

Any views or knowledge of item illustrated would be welcome. 

***********************************X***************************** 

INNSBRUCK, DANGER OF HOCKEY 
Bob Farley. 

The inherent dangers of a sport such as Ice Hockey are soon 
apparent to the spectator and must be recognised by the 
competitors, danger flows from the components of the game-
speed and the puck as a missile. It also stems from occasional 
outbreaks of violence. 

The danger is however a factor in popularising the sport, all 
media reports concentrate on score line, and any outbreaks of 
violence. 	The very provision of the "'sin bin" and its frequent 
occupancy, acknowledge that the rules exist to be broken. 

The fact remains however that an ice hockey match provides an 
exciting spectacle, and the latter stages of the Olympic 
tournament are extremely popular. 

A spectacular colour shift on the 20 Gr. value of the Polish set 
of stamps commemorating the IXth Winter Olympic Games at 
Innsbruck, overstates the potential danger of the sport with 
both players appearing to have lost their heads (or at least 
their faces)! 

The shift occurs in the black cylinder, and results in a movement 
of the text, and many details of the design. 

The copy illustrated has been cancelled to order, which should 
mean that the whole sheet from which it originated has been 
cancelled. 
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brute Igrzyska Olimpijskie • let:bract 1961 

Does any member possess a copy of this shift? Is anyone able to 
confirm the existence of a mint copy? 

***************************************************************** 
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For 	Your 	Collection 

• S.O.C. 	Postcard No. 	1: 
• Much Wenlock Olympian Games 

With Olympian Games handstamp 19 July 1986 .t.1.50# • 

• S.O.C. 	Cover No. 	1: 
Much Wenlock Olympian Games 

• With Olympian Games handstamp 19 July 1986 £1.50# 
(Olympian Museum postcard as filler) 

I 	S.O.C. 	Postcard No. 	2: • 

• Dorando's Marathon Run 1908 
With Stampex Olympic & Soccer pmk. 	1.3.88 41.25S 
With Postal Museum Olympic postmark 18.10.88 £1.255 • 

• 
• S.O.C. 	Cover No. 	2: 
• 1908 Olympic Fencing Poster 

With Stampex Olympic postmark 1 March 198b £1.50# 
• With 97 IOC Session h/s on fencing stamp 
• as FDC 11 June 1991 £1.50# 
• 

• S.O.C. 	Postcard No. 	3: 
• 97 Session IOC: 	Candidates for 1998 Olympic Winter Games 

Unused £0.754,  • 
With IOC 	(Torch Runner) 	handstamp 11 June 1991 41.50# 
With Official Opening IOC Session h/s 12.6.91 £1.50# 
With Int. 	Convention Centre slogan 12.6.91 £1.50# 
With 97 	IOC Session slogan 15.6.91 41.50# 

• (Date of Nagano's selection) 
• 

• S.O.C. 	Postcard No. 	4: 
Albertville '92 Winter Olympic Resort's 

Unused £0.60 A 
• With Albertville Olympic logo handstamp 42.00/ 

U.S.P.S Tokyo Pack £6.008 

Please add 25p. postage U.K., 50p. worldwide per 5 postcards • 
Tokyo Pack: U.K. postage 50p, Europe £1, world wide air £1.50 • 
Cheques payable to S.O.C.; Giro account number 35 619 5708 	• 

Payment may also be made in U.S. dollar or Deutscbmark notes: • 
✓ £0.60 $1 	DM2 
e £0.75 $1.50 	DM2 
g £1.25 $2 	DM3 
# £1.50 $3 	DM4 
• £2.00 $4 	DM5 
• £6.00 $12 	DM15 
Postage: postcards $1 or DM1 for each 5 cards 
Postage: Tokyo Pack $3 or DM3 

• Bob Wilcock, 24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5ES • 
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GitOUND FLAN OF TA FRANCO- 
EXHIB1TrN. 

.0,E.EE BY THE PRINCE OF MALES 
ON 14 MAY 1908 

THE 1908 GAMES 
ALAN SABEY 

It is already a well-known fact that these Games were held in 
conjunction with the Franco-British Exhibition at White City, 
Shepherds Bush, West London. What may not be so well known is 
that there was an Irish village within the Exhibition which had 
its own postmark. That village was Ballymaclinton and was named 
after Maclintons, manufacturers of soap. 	The postcards and 
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postmarks from Ballymaclinton are the subject of a book "Posted 
at Ballymaclinton" by George Ithell and was published in 1982. 

On page 74 of the book is a map'of the Exhibition site which 
contains several items of interest for the Olympic collector. 
Apart from the stadium, one can see to the north, the Olympic 
Fencing Ground; and to the south of the Stadium will be seen the 
Sports Club. 	This was the Headquarters of the Olympic 
administration and this building appears on a postcard. However 
it is not as simple as that. Firstly, the card wording reads 
-Fine Art Palace-  and shows 3 buildings at a bandstand by the 
waterway. 	The central one of these buildings has one semicircle 
over the entrance. The use of a strong glass will be needed to 
make sure that the inscription reads "Imperial Sports Club". 
Printings at other than the Olympic period show only 2 words 
referring to the restaurant, to which it became after the close 
of the Games. 	At the top of the site near the Irish Village, 
one can see "Eastern Sports-. The main Exhibition post office 
was situated in the Palace of British Industries, and this can 
also be found on a postcard. 

When I contacted George Ithell, who is a personal friend, for 
permission to reproduce the map, he readily agreed and told me 
that he was flattered that we should find something connected 
with Olympic matters in his book. 

Readers may be interest to know that true Olympic dates for 1908 
were July 13-18, July 20-25 (July 19th was a Sunday and no 
events took place nor was the Exhibition open). 

October 19, 20, 24, 29, 30, 31 

As a matter of interest, some mail continued to be posted after 
the final clearance on the final day October 31st. Such items 
were cancelled with the Franco-British Exhibition c.d.s at 1215 
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am November 2nd 1908, which was the following Monday when the 
Exhibition was closed to the public. 
The question I am raising is - Could a November 2nd date be used 
to represent October 31st, in view of the above information? 

****************************************************************** 
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NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 
ROBERT BUDGE 

The 	Australian 	Philatelic 
Federation on July 2nd 1992, 
released through Australia Post a 
replica card (No.24) of the 
unissued Olympic stamp for the 1956 
Olympics. 

A set of four stamps was prepared 
for issue to celebrate the 
Melbour.ne Olympics, these included 
Australia's first multi-coloured 
stamps featuring Collins Street and 
the Yarra River, and two engraved 
stamps. 

The base rate value 30,  was already 
printed and was ready for 
distribution, when unexpectedly the 
rate was raised to 4d. 	Which 
required an urgent re-graving and 
reprinting of the 3-i0 stamp. The 
3+d stamps were never issued and 

most of them were destroyed, although a few have come into the 
hands of collectors through archival sales in later years. 

The die for the unissued 3+d stamp has been used to print the 
next stamp replica card. 	So for security reasons, the stamp 
replica cards are printed in colours that are different to the 
originals. 	They are reproduced from the original engraved dies 
held by note printing Australia, although many collectors do 
consider the stamp replica cards to be die proofs. The 3+d 
stamp on the replica card is orange. 

The 3,10 Olympic stamp shows the Olympic Rings over the Coat of 
Arms of the City of Melbourne. 

After a specific period of time all unsold replica cards are 
destroyed by Australia Post. 	The replica cards are sold to 
raise funds for the Australian Philatelic Federation. The card 
costs $Aust.4.00 plus postage, and is available from: 

Australian Philatelic Bureau 
G.P.O. Box 9988 
Melbourne Victoria 3001 
Australia 

The mail order code being - 366154. 

Australia Fost was an official sponsor of the 1992 Australian 
Olympic Team, and as such was allowed to use the Australian 
Olympic Committees emblem. 

The emblem is the Australian flag over the Olympic rings. 
Australia Post used this emblem on items such as pre-paid 
envelopes, padded bags, boxes and booklets etc. 
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Q529 
Barcelona 1992 
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Enter the draw to win a trip for 
two to the 1992 Olympics in 

Barcelona flying Qantas. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Telephone-daytree ( 	) 

-1a1.1:0AP./7".(1.5 
SWOT 0,-677., 

The First Booklet 

The first booklet issued with the 
emblem was the Threatened Species, 
which also gave you a chance to win . 
a trip to Barcelona for two people. 
The booklet contained 10 x 45c self 
adhesive stamps. 

Later in the year Australia Post 
issued another Threatened Species 
booklet which still showed it was a 
sponsor, but featured a picture of 
the National Philatelic Centre in 
Melbourne. 

On July 2nd 1992 Australia Post 
issued its Olympic and Paraolympic 
Games 'stamps, a set of 3 with the 
values 45c x 1 and $1.20 x 2. The 
stamps evoked the Olympic motto of 
"Faster, 	Higher, 	Stronger" 	by 
depicting cycling (faster), high 
jump (higher) and weightlifting 
(stronger). 

The First Day cover postmark 
(national) was Canberra Act 2601 
(Australia's Capital) with a flame 
forming the top part of the 
postmark and the wording forming 
the top part of the cauldron. 

Along with the First Day cover 
Australia Post also issued a 
stamp pack and a set of three 
maximum cards. 

The gutters on the stamp sheets 
showed A.O.C. emblem on the 
right and the words proud sponsor 
of the Australian Olympic team 
between two lines. It is believed 
to be the first time this has 
been done. 

Australia Post was at Olyphilex '92 
in Barcelona. A special Olymphilex 
Exhibition card was for sale, the 
card has the Australian Olympic 
stamps affixed and was cancelled 
with an Australian Post exhibition 
cachet. 

1992 AUSTRALIAN OLYMPIC PHONECARDS 

In April this year Telecom 
Australia issued six phonecards to 
commemorate the 1992 summer 
Olympics in Barcelona. 
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The phonecards range in value from $2.00 to $20.00 and feature 
the Olympic sports hockey, swimming, cycling, athletic (track 
and field) and the marathon. 	The sixth phonecard features 
Willie the Australian mascot. 

The cards are available from Post Offices and shops or for the 
collector from the Phonecard Collector Services. If you buy 
from the Collector Services they come in a presentation folder 
($56.50) with information about the cards and information about 
the designer of the phonecards. 

The phonecards were designed by Rod Byrnes of Ran Graphics 
Design, except the $5 card featuring Willie, which was designed 
in conjunction with the Australian Olympic Committee. 

The designer Rod Byrnes says his illustrations are representative 
of the dynamics of athletes in a physical sense and was combined 
with the dynamics of human movement to create the essential 
energy required to depict these elite athletes in their quest for 
gold. 

The $2.00 phonecard which features hockey (women) is a special 
one for Telecom as it is the Sponsor/Supporter of the Australian 
Women's Hockey Team. 

The phonecards can be used to make phone calls from public phone 
boxes without using any money. 

PASTCARDS OLYMPIC IMAGES 

An Australian Company (Pastcards) has released a set of twelve 
postcards covering three Olympics Helsinki (1952), Melbourne 
(1956) and Tokyo (1964). 

The postcards front pictures are in black and white, capture 
some of the memorable moments from these games, such as the 
finish of the 100m. final in Helsinki, the lighting of the 
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Olympic flame by Ron Clark in Melbourne and the amazement on Ann 
Packer's face at her Olympic record in the 800m in Tokyo. 

Whilst on the back of each postcard is information about the 
picture on the front. 	The twelve postcards are divided up as 
such: Helsinki 2, Melbourne 8 -and Tokyo 2, and would make a 
contribution to any collection. 

The postcards were offered in the newspapers in Sydney, but I 
did not see anything in the Melbourne newspapers. 

The postcards are available from the following address: 

Pastcards 
P.O. Box 252 
Double Bay 
N.S.W. 2028 
Australia 

The cost of the postcards is $Aust9.95 per set. Postage within 
Australia $Aust2.00 and for overseas $Aust5.00. 

Please if you order the postcards make sure you mention you saw 
abOut them in TORCH BEARER. 

Reproduced with permission of Magazine Offers Pty. Ltd. 
trading as Pastcards ACN NO. 010 821 584. 

***************************************************************** 

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 
Why not use the Society services to dispose of your unwanted 
material? Your duplicates could become another's treasure. 
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FORGERIES OF THE FIRST GREEK ISSUE 
MICHAELIS E. TSIRONIS 

1. 	The Olympic issues of Greece have undergone the same fate 
as most of the classic issues of the world: they have been 
forged. 

2. 	We must clarify that these forgeries are privately made, 
and the forgers are unknown (except in two cases). The 
time when these forgeries appeared is unknown. 

3. Upon close examination, we can divide them in two 
categories: perforated and imperforated. These forgeries 
have been made only on 40, 60 lepta. 2, 5, 10 DR. namely 
on the large size stamps, which, with the exception of the 
1 Drachma, form the great values of the set. All other 
values up to now have not been forged. 

I believe that in order to describe the forgeries, we must know 
the authentic ones. 	In this way we can make the comparison 
between the two. 

THE AUTHENTIC ONES have 
(we refer to the previous values) 

1. PRINTING on large sheets of 60, which separated into six 
smaller sheets of ten stamps. 

2. SIZE OF PICTURE 22 x 38 MM. 

3 	PERFORATION 13+ x 14, so the narrow side has only 16 
perforations. 

4. 	APPEARANCE, clear, with bold outlines of figures. 

5. 	PAPER QUALITY: white, thick and hard. 

6. 	COLOUR; 	Bright, specific, appears in two tones, dark and 
light. 

7. 	GUM) at least at four different hues from dull white-yellow 
to pale ocre/sienna. 	In texture it is almost smooth to 
lined with bold relief of free shape. 

Characteristics of forged stamps: 

They are divided in two types: 

A) Perforated -stamps-. 

B) Imperforated "stamps". 

IN GENERAL: 	The perforation of the fbrged stamps is 14 x 14 
instead of 13+ x 14 of the authentic ones. The quantity of 
their fabrication is unknown as well as the form of their 
printing (i.e. 	sheetlet of 10, 	20, 	100). That is because no 
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Narrower 22,5 
Larger 26,5 Normal width 

whole sheet has survived till today. We 
can only guess at these, and further our . 
knowledge 	through 	exhibits 	and 
collections. 	Moreover, it is generally 
remarked - that 	these 	forgeries are 
presented singly or in small blocks of 
4, and very seldom in larger multiples. 
It is rarer to find them with two or 
even one margin. 

In the category A (perforated) the biggest know block is a block 
of 20 (60 Lepta, postmarked with VOLOS VI type). 	(Author's 
collection, as in the photo). 

In the category B (imperforated) is a block of 35 (0 DRH., mint, 
G.Dolianitis collection). 	The above mentioned "stamps" appear 
with and without postmark. In the case of the postmarked copies, 
postmarks are also forged, in other words we have a forged 
postmark on a forged stamp. 	I name some of the most known 
postmarks which exist on these -stamps-. 

Main characteristic remarks of forged: 
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AOHNAI 7, Aproz, BOA04 rYBEIO, KEFKYPA, MEMA000AIZ, 
MEtE0AOITION, OATPAI, QYPCOL andEYPOE. 

It is remarkable that these postmarks are almost all of the 
VIth. 	type - one circle type - with exception of .YOEION and 
.EYKA., which are of the V type (double circle variety). More 
than sixteen different types of postmark have been found. 

I continue the general remarks except those which I described 
for their PRINTING AND PERFORATION 
SIZE OF PICTURE: same as the authentic stamps. 

THE APPEARANCE OF PICTURE; Dull, outlines and presentation not 
clear. 

COLOUR is pale and lighter than the authentic stamps: 

PAPER is rather of medium thickness, so4led white, nearing to 
the colour orthe stamps, porous andof.very bad quality.' 
GUM: Up to the present- gum has not been found on forged stamps 
(except a few exceptions). 

SPECIFIC ON THE PERFORATED -STAMPS"(A) 

(Al) The perforation is 14 x 14 
therefore the narrow side of 
the "stamps" has definitely 17 
perforations. 

(A2) The dimension of the total 
(picture and margins) are not 
always the same as the 
dimension of the authentic. 
They can be smaller or larger. 
i.e. sometimes we have 40 
lepta smaller than the 
genuine, and 2 Drachmae stamp 
larger. 

EXCEPTIONS TO THE ABOVE: 

1. 	Stamps of 60 L. printed on very thin paper whiter than that 
of usual forgeries, with indiscernable perforations that is, 
impossible to classify. 	The narrow side of which has 14 
or 15 teeth (collection M. TSIRONIS). 

2. 	A stamp of 5 DRH. appeared with much larger external 
dimensions (24 x 42+ MM also with undiscernable perforation, 
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(PHOTO on previous page (possibly 15+). But this stamp is 
unique in that it has 17 teeth on the upper narrow side and 
20 on the lower side. 

3. 	The well known J. SPERATI, didn't omit the chance to 
"produce" a copy of the 10 Drachmae, which he also 
cancelled. 	This is the unique, and the only known 
-masterpiece" till today which has 16 teeth, absolutely as 
perfect as the original one. (Author collection. 

SPECIFIC ON THE IHPERFORATED -STAHPS"(B) 

All values (40, 60L., 2, 5, 10 Drachmae) exist imperforate as 
well as perforated, but their presence is the proof of their 
falseness. 	The genuine issue does not have the -imperforate& 
variety. 	(There exists only the well known case of 2 Drachmae 
partially imperforate). 

It is easier to find these imperforated "stamps-  in pairs or 
blocks and more often than the perforated ones. 
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EXCEPTIONS TO THE ABOVE 
Two types of 60 Lepta exist. The "variety" is the one printed on 
a small sheetlet of ten (114 x 166 MM) enclosed in three margins 
by an outline at a distance; a Hermes Head (large type) is 
printed in the lower margin of this sheetlet. 

Ending this study I would like to remark that I am willing to 
give an assistance to collectors. 	For this reason I omit 
purposely all small details that one meets comparing an authentic 
to a forged one: i.e. a dot exists here but not there (5 
Drachmae). etc. I believe on the one hand, that these details do 
not add any importance to the study while on the other hand, they 
make things difficult for collectors. 

I emphasise their unique differences; ie. THE PERFORATIONS. 
AUTHENITIC STAMPS ARE PERFORATED, IMPERFORATE STAMPS ARE FORGED, 
AUTHENTIC STAMPS HAVE 16 TEETH ON THE NARROW SIDE, FORGED STAMPS 
HAVE 15-17 TEETH ON THE NARROW SIDE. 
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PROFILE: WERNER SEELENBINDER 
VOLKER KLUGE 

The first mass rally in liberated Berlin took place on 9 
September 1945, when 60,000 people gathered in the grounds of 
the Neukolln-Stadium to honour the memory of the countless 
victims of the Nazi regime. Dr. Arthur Werner, the first post-
war Lord Mayor held the memorial address. The highlight was the 
renaming of the Neukolln sports ground to Werner Seelenbinder 
Track and the interment of the ashes of the murdered member of 
the Resistance. 	Since then, the grave of the idol of German 
working class sport is to be found.to the right of the entrance 
to the stadium, beneath high trees, fenced in by a hedge. The 
fact that the arena was then given its old name back in September 
1949 shows that the honouring of Werner-Seelenbinder became 
intricated in the whirlpool of political controversy connected 
with the division of the city. The West left the honouring of 
the memory of this man, an avowed communist, to the German 
Democratic Republic, who then accorded him one of the leading 
positions in the ranks of the anti-fascist members of the 
Resistance. 

In the east of Berlin, Werner Seelenbinder's name was then given 
to a former cold-storage depot which had been converted into a 
sports hall. The annual honouring of his name on the day of his 
death developed to become an established part of the constantly 
repeated ritual of the GDR leadership. It took quite a while 
before the West once again also accorded Werner Seelenbinder the 
kind of recognition that it has from the very start given to the 
victims of the 20 July 1944. On 16 August 1986, on the occasion 
of the reunion celebrations for the medal-winners of the 1936 
Olympic Games, a wreathlaying ceremony took place at the grave 
of the assassinated former team-mate. 

Already during his lifetime he was a legend. Born in Stettin in 
1904, he grew up in modest circumstances. Very soon the strong 
young lad had to take over the resporisibility of feeding his 
younger brother and sister: his mother had died in the middle 
of the First World War and his father was at the front. Under 
these circumstances it was impossible for him to learn a trade. 
Luck, however, seemed to be on his side. Since he was such a 
good-looking boy he landed a job as a page at a city-centre 
-club-, but it turned out to be a disguised gambling den and 
when the authorities got wind of it he was again left standing 
there empty-handed. In the second half of the -Golden Twenties" 
Seelenbinder developed to become probably the best German classic 
wrestler. This fact did not as yet however find its confirmation 
in the results of international competition. 	For him, as a 
proletarian, there could be no question of joining a bourgeois 
club, while working-class sport itself was torn by political in-
fighting of all kinds. It was therefore not surprising that his 
participation in the First International Spartakiade in Moscow 
was a matter of heated debate and that his victory in the Russian 
capital in the light-heavyweight class ended in his being 
expelled from his -Berolina". This was for him the last straw 
that made him join the German Communist Farty. Together with 
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his friends he set up provisional training facilities in an old 
factory building. He had after all plenty of time on his hands: 
the end of the year 1929 witnessed the start of several years of 
unemployment for him. 

The Berlin of The Great Depression was marked by demonstrations, 
strikes and violent strife between the left and the increasingly 
confident National Socialists. 	When on 30 January 1933 Hitler 
came to power, and the machinery of oppression began to grind, 
Werner Seelenb'inder, like'thousands of other communists, Sooial 
Democrats, and union members, went into underground opposition. 
For his part, he was assigned the task of joining a bourgeois 
club in the east of Berlin. ,In this capacity he took part in 
German championships for the first time in August 1933 and 
promptly became German light-heavyweight champion. 	For this 
victory he was awarded one of the most valuable prizes - two 
bronze bulls attacking each other. 'During the victory ceremony, 
Seelenbinder tightly clenched his trophy in both hands, for he 
was determined not to pay his respects to, the dictatorship by 
making the obligatory Nazi salute at thevibtory ceremony. This 
defiant refusal resulted in his arrest and imprisonment in. the 
gestapo prison ."Columbiahaus" on the. Potsdader Platz. After 
being released from detention, he was ,given a sixteen month 
competition ban for his insubordination. However, the ban was 
later lifted with a view to his participation in the 1936 Olympic 
Games. 

Seelenbinder was considered to be a potential Olympic champion. 
In order to make him socially acceptable, he was allowed to pose 
behind a machine for a newspaper photo. Truth was, however, 
that he was employed by AEG Treptow as a menial worker and that 
he often shared his 68-pfennig an hour wages with members of the 
families of those who were persecuted by the regime. From the 
stories told by his former team-mates, we know that Seelenbinder 
must have irritated quite a number of those who knew him before, 
when he appeared in the white outfit of the 1936 Germany Olympic 
team, an outfit deliberately resembling a military uniform. 
Some assumed that he too had begun to conform. It was only his 
closest friends who knew of his plan in the event of victory 
of using the obligatory radio interview as an opportunity to 
shout out the truth about the concentration camps. 

However, the Olympic contest ended for him in disappointment. He 
had always had weight problems and shortly before the Games he 
hadto lose twelve pounds in order to be able to start in the 
light-heavyweight class. 	This cost him a lot of strength and 
probably - he finally finished fourth - a medal. Although he was 
never given the chance to carry out his plan; there can be little 
doubt that he possessed the courage to have fulfilled it. He 
proved this by using ensuing journeys to participate in 
competitions abroad to transport illegal courier material. At 
the most difficult of times he joined the resistance group led by 
the communist Robert Uhrig whicll was then betrayed in February 
1942. From this point on, his ordeal began - a life of suffering 
that took him to nine different camps and prisons. 	Not prepared 
to admit his guilt", the "People's Court" noted, and sentenced 
him to death. On 24 October 1944, Seelenbinder was guillotined 
in the state prison at Brandenburg-Garden. 
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